
Appendix- Supplementary Materials
Cross-modal Self-training: Aligning Images and Pointclouds to learn Classification without

Labels

The following section contains supplemental informa-
tion and encompasses more implementation details, a com-
parison of datasets, and further analysis of discriminative
features learned by the proposed cross-modal self-training.
The contents are organized in the order listed below.
• Cross-modal joint pseudo-labels (Appendix 1)
• Additional implementation details (Appendix 2)
• Datasets (Appendix 3)
• Training trends (Appendix 4)
• Analysis of feature embeddings (Appendix 5)

1. Cross-modal joint pseudo-labels
We generate a training sample by pairing a point cloud ob-
ject with an image showing the object from a random view-
point. A set of weak augmentations are applied to the batch
B of image and point cloud pairs which is then passed
through the teacher model to obtain two sets of soft pre-
diction logits from each modality; qb,img, qb,pcl Then, the
teacher prediction for each sample that corresponds to the
highest confidence between the two modalities is selected
to generate a common set of pseudo-labels for both image
and point cloud modalities as follows:

r̂b = {1 (max(qb,img) ≥ max(qb,pcl)) q̂b,img

∪ 1 (max(qb,img) < max(qb,pcl)) q̂b,pcl },

where q̂b,img = argmaxc(qb,img) and q̂b,pcl =
argmaxc(qb,pcl). The confidence scores for the combined
pseudo-labels are denoted by

rb = max
b

{max
c

(qb,img),max
c

(qb,pcl)}

where rb ∈ RB .

2. Implementation details
We use ViTB16 as the image encoder, and a standard
transformer [11] with multi-headed self-attention layers and
FFN blocks as the point cloud encoder. The [MSK] tokens,
projection layers, and decoder layers are randomly initial-
ized, and the classifier is initialized with the text embedding
as explained in ??. Then they are fine-tuned together with
the encoders in the EMA teacher-student setting. We use
AdamW [6] optimizer with a weight decay of 0.05. We ap-
ply a cosine learning rate scheduler and similar to [1, 5], we
apply layer-wise learning rate decay of 0.65. The batch size
is 512, and the learning rate is scaled linearly with the batch

size as (lr= base lr*batchsize/256). We used 4 V100 GPUs
for training.

Image encoder: We initialize image encoder with [7]
weights. We use a ViT-B/16 model pretrained by [7] for
the image branch, containing 12 transformer blocks with
768 dimensions. The model receives input images of size
224 × 224. After resizing, random cropping is applied as
a weak augmentation on the input to the teacher model to
generate pseudo-labels. A set of stronger augmentations;
RandomResizedCrop+Flip+RandAug [4] is applied to the
input to the student model. We implement a patch-aligned
random masking strategy where multiple image patches are
randomly masked with a fixed ratio of 30%.

Point cloud encoder: We used Shapenet [2] dataset and
its rendered 2D views from [13] to pre-train the point cloud
encoder and the projection layers fP , fS , and f I while the
image and text encoders are kept frozen. Training is done
for 250 epochs with a learning rate of 10−3 with AdamW
optimizer with a batch size of 64. We divide each point
cloud into 64-point patches each containing 32 points. Point
centers for clustering local point patches are selected using
farthest point sampling (FPS). Then the locations of corre-
sponding point centers are subtracted from the local patches
such that they contain only the local geometric information
irrespective of its original position. We use a Mini-Pointnet
to extract point embeddings of each sub-cloud, followed by
a sharpened-pre trained encoder from [14] to convert each
sub-cloud into point embeddings. The center locations of
each sub-cloud are passed through an MLP to encode a po-
sitional embedding and are appended to the point embed-
dings, before passing to the transformer. The depth of the
transformer is set to 12, the feature dimension to 384, and
the number of heads to 6. During point encoder pre-training
as well as self-training, the encoder is kept frozen. Af-
ter normalizing, weak augmentations such as rotation per-
turbation and random scaling in the range of 90% 110%
are applied on the input point-cloud to the teacher model
to generate pseudo-labels. Stonger augmentations; random
cropping, input dropout, rotate, translate, and scaling in the
range of 50% 200% are applied to the input to the student
model. Random masking is applied to 30% to 40% of the
point embeddings.

3. Datasets

Shapenet [2] consists of textured CAD models of 55 ob-
ject categories. We uniformly sample points from each ob-
ject mesh to create the pointclouds, after which they are nor-



Figure 1. Qualitative comparison of datasets.



malized to fit a unit sphere. Following the work of [13],
we render RGB images for each object from different view-
points. We use this dataset to pretrain the pointcloud branch
to provide a better initialization for self-training.

ModelNet40 [12] is a synthetic dataset of 3D CAD mod-
els containing 40 categories. The pointclouds are sampled
from the object mesh and normalized. We use the work of
[9] to get realistic 2D renderings of the CAD models. We
pair these renderings with the pointclouds to create Mod-
elnet40 and ModelNet10 (A subset of 10 common classes
from [12]). We follow the realistic 2D views generated us-
ing [15] to generate the dataset ModelNet40-d (depth).

Redwood [3] is a dataset of real-life high-quality 3D
scans and their mesh reconstructions. However, these ob-
ject meshes also contain points from the floor plane and sur-
rounding objects. Unlike CAD models in [2, 12], Redwood
scans are not axis-aligned. For these models to be consis-
tent with such datasets, we run a RANSAC plane detection
to identify the floor plane and then rotate the orientation of
the object to match the 3D coordinate axes. We then re-
moved the points from surrounding objects/noises by man-
ually cropping every scan. We randomly sample 20 frames
from the RGB videos of each object scan and use them in
our image branch.

Co3D [8] is a large scale dataset of multiview images cap-
turing common 3D objects. These 2D views have been
used to reconstruct 3D point clouds representing each ob-
ject. Following the work of the original authors, we filter
out only the accurate 3D point clouds for our experiments.
Being SLAM-based reconstructions, these point cloud ob-
jects are also not axis-aligned. We implement a rough cor-
rection to the orientations by calculating the principal com-
ponent directions based on the point densities of the point
cloud and rotating the object to align it with the gravity axis
in the 3D coordinates. However, this is a very challeng-
ing point cloud dataset due to differences in orientation, ob-
scured parts of objects, and surrounding noises. We sample
20 images for each object from the RGB multiview images
for the image branch.

Scanobjectnn [10] is a dataset of real scans of 15 object
classes. 10 2D views per each object are generated us-
ing [15]. We report results on 3 different versions of the
dataset; Sc-obj - clean point cloud objects, Sc-obj withbg
- Scans of objects with backgrounds, and Sc-obj hardest -
Scans with backgrounds and additional random scaling and
rotation augmentations.

Train Test
Images Point clouds Images Point clouds Categories

Shapenet 503316 41943 126204 10517 55
ModelNet 38196 3183 9600 800 40
Redwood 17270 314 4620 84 9
co3d 110536 5519 28192 1406 42
Scanobjectnn 23090 2309 5810 581 15

Table 1. Dataset details

Qualitative comparison: qualitative comparison of the
point clouds and accompanying 2D views for the aforemen-
tioned datasets are shown in Figure 1

3.1. Modelnet40 dataset splits:

There are some common classes between our pre-train
dataset, ShapeNet55, and ModelNet40. Evaluations on
these common classes might introduce an unfair compar-
ison of zeroshot performance. ULIP [13] authors intro-
duced three different validation sets for evaluating models
and baselines on ModelNet40.

All Set: Includes all the categories in ModelNet40 as
shown in Table 2.

Medium Set: Categories whose exact category names
exist in pre-training dataset; Shapenet55 have been re-
moved. The resulting categories in this set are shown in
Table 3.

Hard Set:Both extract category names and their syn-
onyms in the pre-training dataset have been removed. The
final Hard Set is shown in Table 4.

Airplane Bathtub Bed Bench Bookshelf

Bottle Bowl Car Chair Cone

Cup Curtain Desk Door Dresser

Flower Pot Glass Box Guitar Keyboard Lamp

Laptop Mantel Monitor Night Stand Person

Piano Plant Radio Range Hood Sink

Sofa Stairs Stool Table Tent

Toilet TV Stand Vase Wardrobe Xbox

Table 2. Modelnet40-All set

Cone Cup Curtain Door Dresser

Glass Box Mantel Monitor Night Stand Person

Plant Radio Range Hood Sink Stairs

Stool Tent Toilet TV Stand Vase

Wardrobe Xbox

Table 3. Modelnet40-Medium set



Cone Curtain Door Dresser Glass Box

Mantel Night Stand Person Plant Radio

Range Hood Sink Stairs Tent Toilet

TV Stand Xbox

Table 4. Modelnet40-Hard set

4. Measuring entropy and biasedness of pre-
dictions

To calculate the entropy and biasedness of the predictions
of our model, we use KL-Divergence to model the relative
entropy from U to P where U and P are probability distri-
butions.

DKL(P ||U) =
∑
x∈X

P (x) log

(
P (x)

U(x)

)
First we define a uniform probability distribution u, where
C is the number of categories.

u =

{
1

C

}C

c=1

p is the logits produced by the model for a single input in
the test set. Then, the entropy of the particular prediction
can be calculated as:

Pred. Entropy =
∑
c∈C

pc log

(
pc
uc

)
=

∑
c∈C

pc log(Cpc)

and averaged over the test set to record the entropy of pre-
dictions as training progresses.

To calculate the biasness of the model towards predicting
certain classes, we define a vector j:

j =
1

S
{a1, a2, a3..., aC}

where S is the size of the test set, and ac is the number of
samples predicted as category c by the model. Then, the
prediction bias of the model in one test cycle is calculated
as:

Pred. Bias =
∑
c∈C

jc log

(
jc
uc

)
=

∑
c∈C

jc log(Cjc)

5. Analysis of feature embeddings
Quality of feature embeddings: We visualize the TSNE
embeddings of the 3D and 2D features extracted from
respective modalities before and after cross-modal self-
training for ModelNet10 in Figure 2 and Scanobjectnn
3. In both cases, features from both image and point

cloud modalities show improved class separability after
self-training.

Furthermore, in Figure 4 and Figure 5 we visualize the
TSNE embeddings against the original class labels, as well
as the predictions returned by our model. It is evident that
the feature-level discrimination as well as class-level classi-
fication results are significantly improved over zeroshot by
using our proposed method.
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Figure 2. TSNE-feature embeddings for Modelnet10 before and
after Cross-modal self-training.
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Figure 3. TSNE-feature embeddings for Scanobjectnn before and
after Cross-modal self-training..
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